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COHOMOLOGY CLASSES ASSOCIATED TO ANOMALIES

GREGORY LAMBROS PETERSON

Abstract. One of the proposed settings for the description of anomalies in the

setting of gauge field theories is a local bicomplex associated to a principal fiber

bundle G —> P —» M. It is a bigraded algebra with two differentials which

is invariantly defined, i.e. independent of local coordinates of M. I denote

it by S ¡j * . Briefly, Sp¡jq consists of local ^-multilinear operators from the

gauge algebra into g-forms on M which depend on a connection A in a local

manner; local means that the operators decrease supports. The gauge algebra

is the Lie algebra of the gauge group, which consists of diffeomorphisms of P

that respect the action of G and cover the identity diffeomorphism of M . In

this setting, the anomalies are described as integrals over M whose integrands

can be shown to be representatives of total cohomology classes in Hl(S^').

The main reason for restricting to a local bicomplex is due to Peetre's the-

orem. It states that local operators are differential operators over open sets

U C M . This property is both mathematically natural and required by physi-

cal considerations.

This paper explores the computation of the total cohomology of the local

bicomplex by beginning with the coordinate description of the differential oper-

ators and then determining which of these differential operators can be used to

construct invariantly defined objects. What is accomplished is the description

of the differential operators which are invariant under the action of the local

diffeomorphisms of R" and the computation of their total cohomology over

open sets U C M . The main result is that

^((Sy)™^) ~ H'd(W(S)m),

where (Sy' •)Dlffioc(R") denotes the invariant differential operators over the open

set U and 1^(0 )r a j is the Weil algebra of g , the Lie algebra of G truncated

at [j], the greatest integer less than or equal to half the dimension of M . This

shows that the cohomology groups over open sets are nonzero only in the range

n < q < n + r where r is the dimension of the Lie algebra g , and in this range

they are all finite dimensional. This result is globalized in the special case that

the associated fiber bundle ad* P is trivializable.

1. Introduction

1.1. A brief review of the relevant differential geometry. Let P be a principal

fiber bundle, G —> P -* M, where G is a compact, connected Lie group of

dimension r and M is a compact, oriented, Riemannian manifold of dimen-

sion Az. Thus G is both the fiber and the structure group of P. Furthermore
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the action of G on P, (which is on the right) is smooth, free, transitive, and

effective. Hence, for each g £ G there is an element of Diff(.P), the group of

diffeomorphisms of P, denoted by Rg , where Rg(p) = pg . The Lie algebra

of G will be denoted by g .
The gauge group & is the group of vertical automorphisms of P. These

are diffeomorphisms 6 of P, which cover the identity map of M and respect

the action of G on P, i.e. n(Q(p)) = n(p) and @(pg) = 0(p)g. It is shown

in [1] that 'S is isomorphic to T(Ad P), the C°° sections of the associated

fiber bundle Ad P. Recall that Ad P is the set of equivalence classes of

P x G, where (p, g) ~ (p', g'), if there exists an h £ G such that (p, g) =

(p'h, h~xg'h). Note that the fibers of Ad P are diffeomorphic to G.
The gauge algebra g is the "Lie algebra" of the gauge group W . The gauge

algebra can be identified as either the vertical, G-invariant vector fields on P,

(which will be denoted by %?(P)y , where Sf(P) denotes all vector fields on

P ), or as T(ad P), the C°° sections of the associated fiber bundle ad P. On

the one hand, a vector field X is called vertical if Xp £ ker n* : TPP -» T^M

for all p £ P and X is called (7-invariant Rg.(Xp) = Xpg for all g £ G.
On the other hand, ad P is the set of equivalence classes of P x g where

the representation of G in Aut(g) is by the adjoint action. Thus (p, x) is

equivalent to (p', x') if there is a g £ G such that (p, x) = (p'g, Ad(g~x)x')

where x and x' are in g. Note that the fibers of ad P are isomorphic to

the Lie algebra g. Consequently g has a Lie bracket [ , ] defined by the

pointwise use of the Lie bracket of each fiber, i.e. if cr, a' £ T(ad P), then

[a, o'](m) = [a(m), er'(A72)]. It is possible, as discussed in [4, 14 and 15], to

complete both & and g with respect to Sobolev norms so that H? is a smooth

infinite dimensional Lie group modeled on a Hubert space and g is its Lie
algebra. These issues will not be addressed in this paper.

The space of differential forms on P with values in g is denoted by Q.'(P, g).
An element tp £ Cl*(P, g) is called horizontal if it is annihilated when con-

tracted with a vertical vector field X £ %?(P)Y , while tp is called G-equivariant

if R*g(<p) = Ad(g-1)^. The subspace of horizontal, G-equivariant forms is

denoted by U9(P, g)Ad. It can be shown, as in [3 and 8], that Q'(p, g)Ad

is isomorphic to Q'(M, ad P), the differential forms on M with values in

T(ad P).
Both ÇT(P, g) and Q.'(M, ad P) are graded Lie algebras where the bracket

in the first case is given by the Lie bracket of g and the wedge of forms on P

and in the latter case by the Lie bracket of T(ad P) and the wedge of forms on

M. The two brackets are equivalent when Q'(M, ad P) is viewed as a Lie sub-

algebra of Cl'(P, g). The bracket of Q,'(M, ad P) satisfies the graded identity
[0, (p\ = (_i)A*7+i[0, y]t for (p £ Çip(M, ad P), tp £ Q«(M, ad P) and the
graded Jacobiidentity (-l)rp[(f>, [tp, v]]+(-l)M[ç», [y, <¡>]]+(-l)9'[V, [<t>, fl»]]
= 0, for (p £ Çlp(M, adP), tp £ Q.q(M, ad P) and y/ e Qr(M, ad P). These
graded relations also hold for Q.'(P, g).

One of the many equivalent definitions of a connection A on P is that A is a
form in £ix(P, g) such that R*g(A) = Ad(g~x)A for all g £ G, and A(s(x)) =

x , where s(x) is the fundamental vector field on P associated to x £ g. Recall

that the vector field s(x) is defined at p £ P by s(x)p = j-tp • exp(Ax)|,=0.
Although a connection A is a G-equivariant form, it is not horizontal, since it
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is not annihilated by fundamental vector fields, which are vertical. Note that

the difference of two connections Ao and Ax is a horizontal, C7-equivariant

form, and thus Ax - A0 can be regarded as an element of Q}(M, ad P) for

any two connections, Aq, Ax .

Given a connection A, the covariant derivative,

dA:QP(M, ad P) -> ilp+x(M, ad P),

induced by A is defined by dA(q>) = dM<P + [A,cp] for tp e QP(M, ad P),
where dM is the exterior derivative of M.

1.2. Anomalies as cohomology classes. Let sé be the space of all connections

on a principal bundle P. A C°° functional on j/ is a smooth map *¥: sé —►

R, where the topology on sé , as for ^ and g, is given by completing sé

relative to Sobolev norms. The space of all such functionals will be denoted

by C°°(sé). In what follows, whenever the issue arises of what C°° means,

it is assumed that the appropriate topologies have been defined via completion

relative to Sobolev norms.

In [3], L. Bonora and P. Cotta-Ramusino describe the physical motivations
for considering the graded algebra, A*(g, C°°(sé)), of skew symmetric, multi-

linear maps of g into functionals of the space of connections sé of P. In the

terminology of physics, a connection A is called a gauge vector potential while

an element J? of Ap(g, C°°(sé)) is said to be a functional of the gauge vector

potentials with p ghosts.

This graded algebra has a differential, Ô: Ap(g, C°°(sé)) -* A^+1(g, C°°(sé)),
defined as follows. Since g = T(ad P), it follows that g is isomorphic to

Q°(M, ad P). But sé is an affine space modeled on QX(M, ad P). This
implies, as for any affine space, that the tangent space of sé at A e sé , denoted

by TA , sé , is isomorphic to the model space QX(M, ad P). Thus for each
A £ sé , it follows that dA: Q.°(M, ad P) -» Clx(M, ad P). This allows the
definition of the differential ô: A"(g, C°°(sé)) -* A^+1(g, C°°(sé)).   If the

evaluation of 2f £ Ap(g, C°°(sé)) at f,... , fp £g and A £ sé is denoted

by S?(fx, ... , fp , A), then the differential ô is defined by

(Ô^)(f,...,fp+X,A)
p+x _

= Y,{-^)MS(fi)(^(fx,...Ji,..., fp+i, A))
i=\

+ ¿Z{-lJ+i&{[fi,fj],f\ ,...Ji,...Jj,...,fP+x,A),
i<j

where f £ g, f means that f has been omitted, and

e(f)(^(fx,...,f,...,fp+x,A))

= -j-^{f\ ,...Ji,...,fP+\,A + tdAf)\t=o

is the negative of the derivative of J? along the line A + tdAf in sé defined

by dAf £ TAsé^ Note that for all t it follows that A + tdAf £Sé and thus the

evaluation of 2? at A + tdAf makes sense. This generalizes, on the one hand,
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the exterior derivative d of differential forms on a manifold M, where 6(f)

takes the place of the Lie derivative of a form along a vector field of M and, on

the other hand, the differential of the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of g where

6(f) takes the place of the derivation 6(x). To show that ô is a differential,

i.e. that S2 = 0, is analogous to showing that d2 = 0 for the exterior derivative

or ô2 — 0 for the Chevalley-Eilenberg differential. Of course the cohomology

of this complex is defined by, Hj¡(g, C°°(sé)) = ker^/imo . The anomalies of

physics lie in Hx(g, C°°(sé)).

1.3. Examples. The following are four examples from the literature of anoma-

lies described as cohomology classes. The importance of these examples is nei-

ther their technical details nor their differences but their similarity. Although

the specific examples depend upon the dimension of the base space M, the

property which they all share is that the anomalies are represented by integrals

over M of invariantly defined forms, i.e. integrands which are globally defined
without reference to partitions of unity nor coordinate charts. The integrand in

all the examples is an Aî-form defined by a symmetric ad-invariant polynomial,
Pk £ Sk(u)ad, evaluated at /eg, and at terms involving A and its curvature

F . In the rest of this paper, it is the invariance of these integrands which will

be explored in the setting which gives rise to the first example.

Example 1. In [3], L. Bonora and P. Cotta-Ramusino describe the represen-

tatives of the anomalies by integrating over M representatives of the total

cohomology classes of the local bicomplex. The local bicomplex, which will be

described in detail at the end of this chapter, is constructed through the use of
a fixed connection Ao £ sé . In particular, note that A- Ao £ Q.X(M, ad P)

for all A £ sé . Given a symmetric ad-invariant multilinear map, then there is
a naturally defined symmetric Ac-multilinear map, also denoted Pk ,

Pk: Çlh(M, ad P) x ■■■ x Q'*(Af, ad P) -» Q'1+"+i*(3/),

namely if coin £ Q'"(M, ad P) then Pk(o)h , ..., coik) £ QI|+ +,*(Af). Note
that if ix + ■■■ + ik = n, then the resulting Ai-form is integrable over M. It
is from these Pk , evaluated at / £ Q.°(M, ad P), A - AQ £ QX(M, ad P),

and d\t(A - Ao) £ Q2(M, ad P) (dM is the exterior derivative of M), that
the representatives of the total cohomology classes are constructed. Two spe-

cific examples involving P2 and P¡ are the following: (1) when M is two

dimensional, then the representative is given by

/ P2(f,dM(A-A0)),
Jm

and (2) when M is four dimensional, then the representative is given by

/ Pi(f,dM(A-Ao),dM(A-Ao))
Jm

+ j [ W, dM(A -Ao),[A-Ao,A- A0])
4 Jm

-\ f Pi(f,A-A0, [dM(A - Ao), A - Ao]).
z Jm

Note that in each case the integrand is of the appropriate dimension and that

the dimension n of M is equal to 2k - 2. The integrands, in both cases, are
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Aî-forms on M which depend on A £ sé and f £ g. These types of «-forms

will be denoted by A'(g, C°°(sé , Çln(M))) to foreshadow the local bicomplex.

Example 2. In [5], P. Cotta-Ramusino describes the following two examples:

( 1 ) the Adler-Bell-Bardeen-Jackiw anomaly of 2ac - 2 dimensional manifolds
M is represented by

j[k(k-l)j (l-t)Pk(df,A,Ft,...,Ft)dt\ ,

where Ft = tF+^(t2-t)[A, A], F being the curvature of A and (2) the covari-

ant anomaly for 2ac - 2 dimensional manifolds M is represented

by  JMkPk(f, F, ... , F).   Note that in each example the integrand is in
Ax(g,C°°(sé,Ci»(M))).

Example 3. In [17], R. Schmidt describes the representatives of anomalies for

manifolds of dimensions n = 2k -2 by the following formula:

Im lk(k -l)j\l-t)Tr(f Ad((A + /) A (Ft)k~2))dt) ,

where Ft = tF+(t2-t)((A+f)A(A+f)), F , again, being the curvature of A, d
in this setting is the total derivative of A*(g, C°°(sé)), and the wedge product

is the wedge of forms on P with values in g. To show that the integrand is in

A'(g, C°°(sé , Çl"(M))) requires some hard analysis of the infinite jet space of
sections of the bundles in question.

Example 4. In [2], M. F. Atiyah and I. M. Singer give a formula for the rep-
resentative of a primitive element t2j-X £ H2j~x(&, R), where S has been
restricted to the gauge transformations which leave a point of P fixed (the

projection of this point in M is the point at "infinity") and H'(S, R) is the

cohomology of this restricted gauge group with coefficients in R. This coho-

mology can be derived from H'(g, C°°(sé)) by restricting the functionals on
sé to orbits of S through a fixed connection A £ sé and viewing g as left-

invariant vector fields on S. The action of S on sé is just pulling back the

connection A £ sé by the diffeomorphisms S £ S, i.e. Q • A = 6*(^) and

because of the above mentioned restriction this action is free and the orbits are
isomorphic to S.

Let M have dimension 2aa and let a2j+2n-X be defined as

a2j+2n-i(A) = (;' + n) i   Pj+„(A, F,, ... , F,)dt,
Jo

where F, is defined as in Example 2. The formula for A2j-i at 8 e 'S is given
by

hi-1 (fx, ■ ■ ■ , hj-1 ) = /   i(f\, ... , f2j-1 )a2j+2n_ i (6 • A),
Jm

where a2j+2n_x is interpreted as a 2j + 2n - 1 -form on MxS and the interior

product of fx, ... , f2j-X with a2j+2n-X is i(fx, ... , f2j-X). Note that when

7 = 1, i.e. when tx  is in HX(S, R), then the polynomial Px+n  satisfies the
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relation 2(1 + ai) - 2 = 2« and the formula becomes

tx(f) = j(i(f)^Px+n(@-A,@-Ft,...,@-Ft)dt\ ,

which strongly resembles the formulas of the preceding examples.

This is not an exhaustive list of all the formulas and examples which appear

in the literature, but it does represent several of the main perspectives taken in

the description of anomalies as cohomology classes. The rest of this paper will

explore the setting of the first example.

1.4. The local bicomplex. In [3], the authors, motivated by physical consider-

ations, restrict the type of functionals in C°° (sé ). The only functionals which

will be considered are those which depend on A £ sé in a "local" manner.

Before describing precisely what type of functionals these are, local must be

defined. _
A multilinear operator J? mapping the sections of one vector bundle to the

sections of another is called local if it decreases support. Thus if V and W are

vector bundles over a manifold M, a multilinear operator, Sf : F( V)p -> F( W),

is local if

SuppJr(&,...,£/,)cf)Supp(&),
í=i

where F(V)P = F(V) x ■-^x (V) p times, & £ r(K)^Supp(f¿) = {m £ M \

Um) í 0}, and Supp && ,..., <*,) = {m € M \ &(t\x(m),..., Çp(m)) ¿

0} . The crucial theorem due to J. Peetre [13] states that a local operator 5? is
a differential operator in local coordinates.

The restricted functionals in C°° (sé ) which will be considered are as follows.

Let ^m be a local symmetric m-multilinear operator from Q'(M, ad P)m to

Qn(M). The set of these operators will be denoted by S"\Q\M, ad P), Cl"(M)).

Since, by Peetre's theorem, *¥„, is a differential operator in local coordinates,

it follows that in local coordinates ^ is a homogeneous polynomial of degree

m in the derivatives of elements of Cix(M, ad P) with values in Q"(M). The

space of all such polynomials will be denoted by S'(clx(M, ad P), Q,"(M)).
Thus a typical element ¥ e 5*(fi1(Af, ad P),Q,n(M)) is of the form »F =

Em^^m , where Vm is in Sm(Qx(M, ad P), Qn(M)).

Given a fixed connection Ao £ sé , called a background connection in the

physics literature, an element *? of C°°(sé) can be defined by

//finite \

\Y,Vm(A-Ao,...,A-Ao)\ ,-yV»    '-1-1
since A - A0 £ QX(M, ad P) for all connections A . In what follows Chern's

convention for evaluation will be used, i.e. if there are not enough arguments

to fill a multilinear operator then the last argument is repeated the required

numbers of times. Thus, by this convention, it follows that Tm(^ - Aq) =

x¥m(A-Ao, ■■■ , A-Aq) , where A-A0 occurs aai times, and hence the formula

V(A) = iM^{A - Ao) = ¡M Y!nf't^m(A - Ao) is well defined. These are the
functionals in C°°(sé) which are said to depend on A in a local manner. They
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will be denoted by PolAo(sé) to reflect that they are defined via the background

connection Ao by integrating elements of S'(ill(M, ad P), Q.n(M)) over M.

The complex A*(g, C°°(sé))  contains the subcomplex A'(g,PolAo(sé)),

where all operators are restricted to be local. Thus, if 3? is in A*(g, Pol^(sé)),

then y is a local skew-symmetric p-multilinear operator from g to

S*(Q.X(M, ad P), Q.n(M)) and its evaluation at A £ sé is defined via the

background connection. To emphasize this dependency on the background

connection, i? evaluated at fx, ... , fp £ g and A £ sé  will be written as

3(fx,...,fp+x,A-Ao).
Since the covariant derivative determined by a connection A is given by

dAf = df + [A, f] for / £ g, it follows that dAf = dAJ +[A-A0,f].
Thus the action of 6 , used to define the differential 8 of the larger complex

A(g, C°°(sé)), preserves this subcomplex, since

d(fi)3(fx,...,f,...,fp+x,A-Ao)

= —¿t&{f\ ,...,fi,...,fp+i,(A-A0) + tdAf)\l=o

d ~
= -j-S?{f\ ,...,fi,...,fp+x,(A-Ao) + t(dAJi + [A - Ao, f])\t=0

and hence the dependency on A is still by the difference of A and A0 . Con-

sequently the differential ô of the original complex restricts to the subcomplex

and the cohomology of the subcomplex is well defined.

The local bicomplex results from relaxing the condition that the local op-

erators *¥ have values in Qn(M). Thus, in general, an operator 4*9 has

values in QP(M) for 0 < q < n and as before W = E^^m, where

¥£, £ Sm(Cix(M, ad P), Ofi(M)). Through the use of the background connec-

tion, these are í¡r-forms on M which depend on A £ sé in a local manner. The

bicomplex itself is Ap(g, S(QX(M, ad P), Q.q(M)), which will be denoted by
Sp^ q . An element of SM'q is said to have vertical degree p and form degree q

(in the physics literature the vertical degree is the ghost degree). Note that if Sf

is in Slf" .then S? = ^fimni,eLm where Lm £ A<?(g, Sm(Qx(M, ad P), Q«(M)).

Again using Chern's convention, if J? is in S^9 , then for fx, ... , fp e g and
A £ sé , the formula,

finite

S?(fx ,...,fp, A-Ao) = Y,Lm(f ,..., fP,A -Ao),
m

is well defined. In particular, if 5? is in Sfo" , then jM5f £Ap(g, PolAo(sé)).
The differential ô of A*(g, PolAo(sé)) induces a differential, also denoted ô ,

on the bicomplex SM*. It is defined exactly as for A'(g, PolAo(sé)) and thus

à- S m" ~* ^m''9- If M is compact and oriented, then the differential ô
commutes with integration, i.e. o(jM¿2?) = jM(SJ¿f), for S? in Sp^n .

The bicomplex SM' * has a second differential, denoted by d . It is defined
by

(d^)(fx , ... , fp, A- Ao) = dM(3(fx, ... , fp, A- Ao)),

where dju is the exterior derivative of M, and thus d : S1^9 —» SpM,q+x .
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In what follows the variable to will be used for A — Aq . Thus u> is the

element of QX(M, ad P) determined by A - A0 and as A varies through

sé , œ varies through QX(M, ad P).

It is noted in [3] that 3d = dô and hence there is the following commutative
diagram of complexes:

cp+i,o cP+1,1 cA>+1,n
¿M

I Ap+x(g,PolAJsé))

CP,0 SPMl
¿M Ap(g,PolAo(sé))

h

cl,0
¿M

r.0,0
'M

¿M

cO,l

cl, n

'M
/

A'(g,PoU(^))

A°(g,PoU0(^))

Since ôd = dô, the bicomplex 5*^* has a total differential, d, defined by
d = d + (-l)qô . The representatives of the anomalies in [3] are integrals over

M of representatives of total cohomology classes in Hd+x(S*^').

2. Overview

This paper starts with the above operators expressed as differential operators

in local coordinates, determines what conditions the operators must satisfy to

be independent of this expression, and then computes the cohomology of the

resulting invariantly defined local differential operators.

The first step will be to examine the operators' descriptions over local trivial-

izations of the principal fiber bundle P. Thus, if U is an open set in the base

manifold M, the objective is to describe S^'lc in the setting of the trivial
bundle U xG. In other words, the operators will be written explicitly as differ-

ential operators of the sections of the locally trivialized bundles. This is possible

because of the assumption of locality and Peetre's theorem. The operators thus

expressed will be denoted by S^' '.
Once this description is accomplished, those operators which are independent

of their coordinate expression will be found by determining which are invariant

under the action of the pseudo-group of local diffeomorphisms of R" , denoted
Diff,oc(R"). These operators will be denoted by (¿■•••^ocirc")

When the invariant operators are found, the differentials of SM* will be

translated to (5**)Dlffioc(K")    The cohomology of the invariants will then be
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computed. The main theorem in §9 states that

^((^'•)Diff-(r))^//J(^(g)[f]),

where W(q)[rX is the Weil algebra of g, the Lie algebra of G, truncated at [f ]

the greatest integer less than or equal to half the dimension of the base space

M. This implies that Hqd is 0 if q < n or n + r < q and that dim(H^) < oo
when n < q < n + r, since this is true of the cohomology of the truncated Weil

algebra.
Finally, this result will be globalized in the case that ad* P is a trivializable

bundle.

3. Algebraic preliminaries

The purpose of this section is to recall the relevant algebraic structures of

differential graded vector spaces, differential graded algebras, and g-differential

graded algebras, where g is the Lie algebra of a compact, connected Lie group

G. This will, among other things, establish the sign conventions which will be

used through the rest of the paper. Two examples which will play important

roles in what follows will be described, namely, the Koszul algebra, K(V), of

a graded vector space V and the Weil algebra, W(g), of a Lie algebra g. The

former is an example of a universal differential graded algebra, while the latter

is an example of a universal g-differential graded algebra with a connection. In

all that follows k denotes a field of characteristic 0.

3.1. Graded vector spaces. A graded vector space V is the direct sum of a

collection of vector spaces {Vn} , indexed by the integers n e Z ; it is denoted

by ®„eZ V" = V. An element v £ Vn is called homogeneous of degree n.

In general, the degree of a homogeneous element will be denoted by deg(v). It

is useful to consider the following decomposition of a graded vector space. By

definition, the even subspace of a graded vector space is Feven = 0„=o mod 2 V"

and the odd subspace is Vodà = 0„sl mod 2 Vn . Thus the graded vector space

V is also the direct sum V = Vodá e Keven .

Given two graded vector spaces V and W, then their direct sum and their
tensor product are graded vector spaces as well, where (V © W)n = V" © Wn

and (V ® W)n = ($p+q=n(Vp ®Wq). Suppose that V and W are two graded

vector spaces. A linear map (p: V —> W is called graded, if there exists an
integer n , called the degree of <p, such that (p: Vm —► Wm+n . The space of all

graded linear maps is denoted by Hom(F, W). The vector space Hom(K, W)

is itself a graded vector space, where Hom( V, W)n consists of the graded linear

maps of degree n . If V, V, W, and W' and four graded vector spaces and

(/>eHom(F, W), y/eHom(F, W'), then tp® xp in Hom(F® V, W ® W')
is defined by (¡p ® y/)(v ® v') = (-l)áee(v)-d<*(v)(p(v) ® ip(v'). This generalizes

the evaluation of tensor products to the graded setting.

A differential graded vector space is a graded vector space V with a linear

map S, called a differential, such that S: V" -> V"+x, for all n £ Z, and
S2 = 0. The cohomology of a differential graded vector space is defined by

HgiV) = ker ¿/ imá, where S has been included as a subscript to indicate that

the/cohomology has been computed respect to S .

3.2. Graded algebras. A graded algebra A is a graded vector space with an

associative multiplication, a bilinear map A x A -> A, such that, if a £ Ap
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and a' £ Aq then a • a' £ Ap+q and (a • a') • a" = a • (a' • a"). All algebras

are assumed to be unitary and thus k c A° , where k is the ground field of A .

An element a £ A" is said to be homogeneous of degree n . If, for all a £ Ap

and all a' £ Aq , a- a' - (-l)p'qa' • a, then the graded algebra is called graded

commutative.

Given a graded vector space 0„ez V" = V , there exists a free graded com-

mutative algebra, denoted by A(0n£Z V") = A(V), and an inclusion, a degree

zero graded vector space homomorphism, i: 0„ez V" —> A(V), which satis-

fies the following universal property. Given any graded commutative algebra A

and a degree zero graded vector space homomorphism, \p : V —* A, then there

exists a unique graded algebra homomorphism, \p : A(V) -» A , of degree zero,

such that ip = \jjr o i. The algebra A(V) is a free graded commutative algebra,

with the elements of V as generators. By an abuse of notation, the product of

A(V) will be denoted by A.
In general there is an isomorphism A(V) ~ E(Vodd) ® S(VeveD), where E

is used to reflect the anticommuting or exterior multiplication and S is used

to reflect the commuting or symmetric multiplication of their respective ele-

ments. Both E(V) and S(V) are graded algebras. Finally, there is a canonical

isomorphism of graded commutative algebras A(V © W) ~ A(V) ® A(W).

As an example, one which will be used frequently in what follows, consider

the suspension of o V of a vector space V, where V is defined to be of degree

one. As a vector space oV is isomorphic to V but de%(ov) = 2. Consider

the graded vector space V © oV, so that (V © oV)x = V, (V © oV)2 = oV,

and (V © aVj = 0 for all i ¿ 1,2. In this case, A(V © oV) is easy to
describe. Clearly A(V © oV) is just E(V) ® S(oV) and it is easily shown that

A»(V®oV) = ®p+2q=nEP(V)®Sq(oV).

3.3. Graded Lie algebras and differential graded algebras. A graded Lie algebra

is a graded vector space L with a bracket [ ,  ], a bilinear map such that:
[Lp , Lq] C Lp+q ,  [X,y] = (-l)degW-deg(y)+lry ; x] % and

[x,[y, z]] = [[x,y],z] + (_l)d*W**C%, [x, z]].

The latter is the graded Jacobi identity. An example of a graded Lie algebra is

the space of graded derivations of a graded algebra A , denoted by Der(^). It

consists of graded linear maps D of the underlying graded vector space, such

that
D(a -a') = D(a) • a' + (-1 )^(D)'^è(a)a . D^ _

Note that the derivation property implies that D(k) = 0. Der (A) inherits the

grading of the graded linear maps and the bracket of Der(^) is defined by

[D ,D'] = D o D' + (- l)deg(0)-deg(D')+lfl/ 0 D

A differential graded algebra is a graded algebra A , with a graded derivation

ô of degree +1, such that 62 = 0. Thus, 6 is a differential for the underlying

graded vector space. Again, the cohomology of a differential graded algebra

A is defined as usual; but in the setting of a graded algebra, H g (A) inherits

an algebra structure. The following is an important example of a differential

graded algebra.

3.4. The Koszul algebra K (V) of a graded vector space V. The Koszul algebra

is the universal differential graded algebra, associated to a graded vector space
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V. Thus, K(V) is the unique differential graded algebra with a degree zero

homomorphism i of graded vector spaces i: V -* K(V), such that, given

a degree zero graded vector space homomorphism *F of V to a differential

graded algebra A, *P: V —» A, then there is a degree zero differential graded

algebra homomorphism, *¥: K(V) —> A, with *? o i = *P.

As a graded algebra, K(V) is just A(F©aI/). In the setting of graded vector

spaces, a V , the suspension of V, is defined as the graded vector space such

that (aV)n is isomorphic to V"~x. The differential d of K(V) is defined

as follows. On k c K(V)° and for av £ oV, d is defined to be identically

zero. For v £ V , d is defined as d(v) = ov . This is sufficient for a canonical

extension of d to a derivation of degree one on all of A(V ®oV). Thus K(V)

is a free differential graded commutative algebra on the generators v and their

differentials dv = ov . Furthermore, as was shown by Koszul in [12], K(V) is

acyclic, i.e. Hg(K(V)) = 0, if / > 0, and H%(K(V)) = k . The Koszul algebra
which will be used in the rest of this paper is the Koszul algebra of the vector

space g*, where g* is the dual of a Lie algebra g and g* is viewed as a graded

vector space by setting (g*)1 = g* and (g*)' = 0 for /' ^ 1 . By an abuse of

notation, to be consistent with the notation in the literature for the Chevalley-

Eilenberg complex and the Weil algebra of g, this will be denoted by K(q) .

Thus, K(q) will always mean the differential graded algebra A(g* © erg*), with

the differential d , such that d(n) = on and d(on) = 0.

3.5. g-differential graded algebras. The following definition is given by Cartan

in [4]. A ^-differential graded algebra ¿P is a differential graded algebra ¡? ,

with a Lie algebra homomorphism 6: g —> Der^)0 and a linear map a: g —>

Der(^)-1, such that the following relationships hold for all x, y £ g :

(1) i([x, y]) = 6(x)i(y) - i(x)6(y), and
(2) 6(x) = ôi(x) + i(x)ô, where ô is the differential of 9°. The second

relation implies that for all x £ g, 6(x) commutes with ô.

This is equivalent to the following definition. A ^-differential graded algebra

is a differential graded algebra £P , with a Lie algebra homomorphism 6 : g —>

C(ô)°, where C(ô)° is the degree zero Lie subalgebra of the centralizer of ô in
the graded Lie algebra Der(^) (thus, for each x £ q , 6(x) is a chain map of HP

to ¿F), such that for all x £ g there is a contracting homotopy, denoted i(x),
for 6(x) and the relation i([x, y]) = 6(x)i(y)-i(x)6(y) holds for all x, y £ g.

The canonical example of this type of structure is the differential graded algebra

of forms il'(P) of a principal fiber bundle P, where the differential is the

exterior derivative of forms dp , i(x) is the inner product of a form with the

fundamental vector field s(x), and 6(x) is the Lie derivative of the form along
s(x).

Another example of a g-differential graded algebra is the Chevalley-Eilenberg

complex, C(q) , of a Lie algebra g. As a graded algebra it is A(g*), where g*

has degree one. The differential ô is defined as identically zero on A°(g*) = k .

For n £ A'(g*) = g*, on is the element in A2(g*) defined by (ôn)(x, y) =
-fí([x >y])', à is then canonically extended to a derivation on A(g*). It follows

from the Jacobi identity that S defined in this manner is a differential. The

maps 6 and a are defined to be identically zero on A°(g*), while for n £ A'(g*),

6(x)n is defined to be ad*(x)n and i(x)n is defined to be n(x). Both are then

canonically extended as derivations of degree zero and — 1, respectively, of

A(fl*).
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Explicit formulas for these various maps, which will be useful later on, are

obtained by introducing a basis for g*. Let {na}ra=x be a basis for g, where

dim(g) = r, and let {na}ra=x be the dual basis of g*. The structure constants

Cßy £ k , of g, are defined by the equations [nß , ny] = Cßyna , where the [ , ] is

the Lie bracket of g, and the convention that repeated indices are summed over

is being used, as it will be in all that follows. It follows from the properties of the

Lie bracket of g, that C2 = -Cyß and Cßß = 0 and from the Jacobi identity

it follows that CeaSCößy + CEßSCfa + CeySCöaß = 0. Using the structure constants

of g and the above two bases, the explicit formulas for ô, 6, and i are the

following:   S(na) = -\C$yr? A rf, 6(nß)r = -C^itf, and i(nß)(n") = Saß .

Note that ô2 = 0 is equivalent to the relation CßCaTnx A rf A rf = 0.

Finally, given a g-differential graded algebra & , then, as Cartan defines it in

[4], an algebraic connection is a map A: g* —> S01, which satisfies the relations

i(x)A(n) = n(x) and 6(x)A(n) = A(ad*(x)n), for all x £ g and n £ g*. In the

setting of a principal fiber bundle P, with & = Si'(P), this is equivalent to the

many other definitions of a connection for P. The importance of an algebraic

connection is that it extends canonically to a graded algebra homomorphism

(also denoted A), A: A(g*) -» &>, so that A: A"(g*) -*&>". In general it is

not true that dA(n) = A(Sn). The difference, dA(n) - A(ôn) £ 3s2 is the

algebraic definition of the curvature of the connection A .

3.6. The Weil algebra W(q) . The Weil algebra W(q) , associated to a Lie
algebra g, is the universal g-differential graded algebra, with a connection

/: g* —» ̂(g)1 . Thus, given a g-differential graded algebra & , with a connec-

tion A , there exists a degree zero g-differential graded algebra homomorphism,

(A, F) : W(g) -> &>, such that (A, F) o i = A . Furthermore, W(q) is acyclic.

The underlying graded algebra of the Weil algebra W(q) is the graded alge-
bra A(g* © erg*) where as before deg(g*) = 1 . On the one hand, the Koszul

differential d turns this algebra into a universal differential graded algebra but

it does not take into account the g structure. On the other hand, given a

connection A : g* —► a0 , there is a unique extension to a graded algebra homo-
morphism of A(g* ) into J3, but it does not, necessarily, commute with the

differential ô of the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex, the canonical g-differential

graded algebra. The differential of the Weil algebra combines the differen-

tial of K(q) and the differential of the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex C(g) so

that A commutes with the resulting differential and the acyclicity of K($)

is preserved. The linear map i of C(g) is extended to S(oq*) by defining

it to be identically zero. The Lie algebra homomorphism 6 is extended to

Der(S(oQ*)) by defining 6(x)(an) = a(6(x)n) and then extending it to all of

S(oq*) . The differential ô , when it is extended to S(oq*) , must satisfy the

relation 6(x)(on) - i(x)S(an) and be a degree one homomorphism, i.e. since
S"((tq*) c A2"(g* © oq*),6: S"(oq*) -» A2n+1(g* © rjg*) where the latter is

isomorphic to ÇBp+2q=2n+x(Ep(g*) ®S9(oq*)). Clearly, these relations imply

that â: Sn(og*) -» Ex(g*) ® S"(oq*) . Thus, if ô is defined on on £ Sx(oq*)

by ô(on) = na ® 6(na)(an), it follows that i(x)ô(on) = na(x) • 6(na)(on) =

6(x)(on), for x £ g, as required. Again, ô is canonically extended, as a deriva-

tion, to all of S(oq*) and it follows from the definition that the extension is

a differential. This transfers the g structure to S(oq*) . Written out in detail,
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using a basis of g* and the structure constants of g, the formula for ô is

3(ona) = Caßyny A onß . This defines the differential ö on all of A(g* © erg*).

The differential d of W(g) is d = d + (-l)qô , on E(g*) ® Sq(og*), where
d is the differential of A^(g) and ô is the extended Chevalley-Eilenberg differ-
ential. The important result is that W(g) is acyclic with respect to d .

As for K(g), it will be useful to express the differentials S, d , and d, and

the homomorphism 6 in terms of a dual basis of g* and the structure constants

of g. They are as follows:

(1) e(rf) = -\Caßyrf A^,

(2) o(ot) = CaßynyAo^,

(3) d(na) = ona,

(4) d(ona) = 0,

(5) d(t) = ona-2-Caßyt]-'Ar]l),

(6) d(arf) = -Caßyr? A on?,

(7) 6(nß)(t) = \Caßyf,

and

(8) 6(nß)(ona) = -x2Caßyony.

Finally, given a g-differential graded algebra 3° and a connection A : g* —> 3° ,

the map (A, F) : W(g) —> ¿P is defined on the generators of ^(g), as follows:

(A, F)(n) = A(n), and (A, F)(on) = dA(n)-A(ôn). Checking the definitions
shows that (A, F) is a chain map with respect to the total differential d of

W(g).

4. The local description of the operators

The purpose of this section is to describe the operators J? over open sets

U of M. Since the typical 3 is a finite sum of the homogeneous operators
Lm , it suffices to understand the local description of the homogeneous operators

Lm . In what follows the subscript aaî will be dropped, thus an operator L is

to be understood as homogeneous of degree aai , unless stated otherwise.

Over an open set U c M, the sections of the bundles are identified as

T(ad P)\u ~ Q°(U,g), and QX(M, ad P)\v ~Q.x(U,g). Using a basis for
the Lie algebra g, a typical element / £ Q°(U, g) is of the form fa(x)na ,

while a typical element to £ Q,X(U, g) is of the form œ^(x)dxk ® na, where

/a(x) and o)"(\) are in C°°(U) with x e U. In what follows the variable x

will be dropped in the function coefficients of the sections. Thus fa and co^

are to be understood as functions depending on x. It follows that locally, an

operator L evaluated at fx, ... , fp £ T(ad P), ¿a e QX(M, ad P) is

L(f , ... , fp,w)\u = L(x)D(fx, ... , fp) ■3'(co)dx1,

where

( 1 ) Chern's convention is being used for the argument œ and œ,

(2) f = flu ,
(3) co = œ\u,
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(4) L(x)eC°°(U),
(5) I — {ii, ..., iq) with ik £ (l, ... , n), n is the dimension of M,

(6) D: a°(U, g)p -» C°°(U) is a differential operator from Q.°(U, &)p to
C°°(U), and

(7) ^: Q1^, g)m — C°°(Í7) is a differential operator from Q1^. g)m to

C°°(U). The set of operators L will be denoted by Sv' * , to emphasize that

they are being described over an open set U c M.

The first step in a fuller description of L £ S^' * is a better understanding of

D and 3 . The objective is to express D as a product of differential operators

from Cl°(U,g) to C°°(i/), i.e. D = Dx A---ADP, where £>': Q°(t/,g) -

C°°(E7), and to express 3 as a product of differential operators from Q1 ({/, g)

to C°°(U), i.e. 3 =3X A---A3m, where 3l: Q.X(U ,g) - C°°(C/). Note

that Z>' has total degree one, since D' £ Sy° ; while 3' has total degree zero,

since 3l £ Sv'° . These degrees define the graded product A .

The operator L can now be described much more precisely, at the cost of

introducing indices. A typical operator, D: Q°(i/, g) -» C°°(U), is described

by

D(fßtlß) = dß® n°(fßnß) = (-l)d^d^dßfßna(nß) = dßfa,

for some multi-index p and Lie algebra index a. The symbol dß is shorthand

notation for the partial derivative dß = d^/dx^ ■ ■ ■ dxßk with respect to the

multi-index p, where \p\ — k is the length of p, the number of entries in p,

and each p,■ e (1, ... , n). Note that when \p\ = 0, then p has no entries. In

this case it will be written as do and defined by dofa = fa . Thus, in general,

D will select a "coefficient" fa of f^nß and differentiate it with respect to the

multi-index p.
On the other hand, a typical operator, 2: £ll(U, g) ->• C°°(U), is deter-

mined by

• &(a>ï dxk ®na) = dv®—]® nß(coak dxk ® na)

= (-\)x-xdv(0Jl)^(dxk)nP(na) = -dvw] ,

for some multi-index v , Lie algebra index ß , and one-form index j . Again,

dv is a partial derivative with respect to the multi-index v with the same con-

ventions holding for v as for p. Thus, 31 will select a "coefficient" co? of

<y£ dxk ® na and differentiate it with respect to the multi-index v .

This information can be codified with the following notation.  If D° and

2*j are defined as D^(fßriß) = ¿VQ and 3fßj(wakdxk®na) = -d„œj , then

L(fi, ... , fp, œ) in local coordinates is described by

L^NBJ¡(x)D^ A - - - A D%(fx, ... , fp) • 3ßlh A ■ • • A3^Jm(œ) dx1,

where, as always, the summation convention and Chern's convention are being

used. The indices on the function coefficient L^^J](x) are

(1) M = (px, ... , pp), each p¡ a multi-index,
(2) A - (ai, ... , ap), each a, a Lie algebra index,

(3) N = (vx, ... , vm), each v¡ a multi-index,
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(4) J = (jx, ... , jm), each j¡ £ (l, ... , n),
(5) B = (ßx, ... , ßm), each /?, a Lie algebra index,

(6) I = (ix,... , iq), each ik e (1,..., n).
In the calculations which occur below, the following notation will be adopted.

The local representation of L\v will be written as

L\u = LAiNBJI(x)DAM3ß,Jdx1,

so that

(L\u)(fx,...,fp,(ü) = LA1NBJI(x)DAM(fx,...,fp).3lJ((u)dx',

where

DAM = D2A---ADZ,    and   3^} =3^h A -■ ■ A3¿Jm .

Note that M and A are paired as multi-indices so that under odd permutations

of pairs (pi, atj), L¿gJi(x) changes sign, since the operator Z)£¡ A • ■ • A D% is

skew symmetric. On the other hand, N, B and J are "paired"; but under

permutations of triples (v¡, /?,, j¡), L¿gJ¡(x) does not change sign, since the

operator 3ß' , A • ■ • A 3ßm , is symmetric. Of course, since I is a multi-

index for dx1, LMBJ ¡(x) will change sign under odd permutations of i's £ I.

Furthermore, if I contains two identical entries, so that dx1 = 0, then the

coefficient LMgJ¡(x) is also 0 and similarly if two pairs (a,, p¡) and (a,, pj)

are the same.

The following conventions will be used for the lengths of the multi-indices.

For A, B, I, J , the length is defined, as usual, to be the number of elements

in the index, thus, for example, \A\ = p. This implies that if L £ S^'* then

\A\ must be equal to p , while if L £ S'v'q , then |/| must be equal to q , and

if L is homogeneous of degree m , then \B\ = |/| — m . For the multi-indices

M, N, the length is defined to be the sum of the lengths of the multi-indices

they contain. Thus, for example, \M\ = \px\-\-h \pp\ and it should be noted

that in general there is no relation between \M\ and p . The length of \M\ is

determined by the sum of the lengths of the p multi-indices but may be less

than, equal to, or greater than p. Furthermore, even if \M\ = 0, so that each

\Pi\ = 0, A may still be a nonempty multi-index. Conforming to the previous

convention, in this case, the subscript M on Dff will be written as 0 so that

DA = D%> A ■ ■ ■ aDq" . Of course, all this holds for N as well. Thus \N\ may be
greater than, equal to, or less than m , and if each |i/,-| = 0, neither B nor /

need be empty. In the latter case, as for M, the subscript iV~ on 3ß j will be

written as 0, so that 30B } = 3¡^\h A ■ ■■ A30ßmjm . It should be noted that the total

order of L as a differential operator is \M\ + \N\. In the special case where

|/| = 0, by convention dx° - 1 . This occurs in the case that an operator L is

in Sy' ° . Furthermore by convention if A is empty as a multi-index, then A

will be denoted by 0 and D^ = 1 and similarly if B is empty as a multi-index,

then 30° 0 = 1.

5. Invariance calculations

For an operator L to be invariantly defined on M, it must in principal

be definable without reference to a local coordinate system.   In other words,
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the operator L must not depend upon its coordinate description. If (p: U —>

V cW is a local coordinate system, then for all <P £ Diff(R"), the group of

diffeomorphisms of R" , the composition

Oo</>: t/^F = <D(F)cR"

is also a local coordinate system. In fact O does not have to be in the full

diffeomorphism group, it suffices that <P be a local diffeomorphism, i.e. <P

maps the open set V c R" diffeomorphically to some other open set V cR" .

This is the reason for considering the pseudo-group of local diffeomorphisms of

R" , which will be denoted by Diffloc(R"). By definition <P £ Diffloc(R") means

that there exist open sets V, V of R" and that 0 is a diffeomorphism of V

and V, i.e. Diffi0C(R") is a category where the objects are open sets in R" and

the morphisms are diffeomorphisms. Thus the operators L which make the

following diagram commute for all O £ Diffi0C(R") do not depend upon the

coordinate system (tp, U),

Q?(V,g)p x Q}(V, g)m ^— Q°(F, g)p x QX(V, g)m

Q.q(V) «-Î— Qq(V).

To simplify the notation the coordinate system ((f), U) has been dropped and

the operators L are identified with their description over the open sets V and

V of R" . This is equivalent to finding the L such that

o*(I^^;(x)D^;,7(71 ,...,fp,m) dx1)

= L^NBJ,(x)DAM3lj(^(~fx), ..., <&*(/„), 0*(c5))dx',

or in shorthand,

O* o (L^m^M^ljdx1) = (LMANB}l(x)DAM3^Jdxl) o O*,

for all <P £ Diffi0C(R"), where a bar means that the operator L and the various

arguments of L are expressed in the coordinates of V. The operators in S^'*

which are invariant under all of Diffloc(R") will be denoted by (,°¿,'*)Diff"*(R">.

Also, notice that by their definition the multi-indices M, N, and J are con-

travariant (j £ J being dual to a covariant index), while the multi-index / is

covariant.

To find the necessary and sufficient conditions on the L's to make them in-

variant under Diffloc(R"), the action of successively more complicated elements

of Diffloc(R") will be examined. The conditions for invariance of the operators

L will proceed in the following order:

( 1 ) translation,
(2) dilation, and
(3) invariance under the action of the orthogonal group 0(n). In §7, it will

be shown that the operators which are invariant under the above three types of

elements of Diffloc(R"), are invariant under all of Diffloc(R").

In what follows, the domain of <P £ Diffloc(R'!) will always be V and the

range will always be V, so that <D* : Q.q(V) -> Qq(V) and <P* : âfÇV) -* ä?(V)
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where Sf(V) is the set of vector fields on V (vector fields can be pulled back

since O is a diffeomorphism). All other notation will also follow this conven-

tion; thus Dp will be expressed in the x coordinates of V, and D° in the x

coordinates of V.

Proposition 5.1 (Translations x = 3>(x) - x + À, X £ R"). The action of a

translation O on an operator L is as follows:

( 1 ) O o (L^d^K^N,jdxI) = LMNBJjmx))DAM3l j dx',
while

(2) (L^NBJ,DAM3ljdx') o <D* = L^^^D^ljdx1.

Thus, if L is to be invariant under the action of all translations O ; then it

follows that L^NBJ,(x + X) = LMNBJ ,(x) for all A. Therefore LMNBJ ¡(x) isa

constant depending only on the multi-indices M, N, J, A , B , and I. This

implies that the operators D^3B j dx1 form a basis of the vector space of

operators in S^'q which are invariant under translations.

Proof. Since the proof of this proposition is a lengthy but easy calculation in-

volving the properties of covariance and contravariance under pullback by a dif-

feomorphism and the definitions of the various operators and their arguments,

it is not included here.

Proposition 5.2 (Dilations x = i>(x) = ax, A £ R). The action of the dila-

tions decomposes the space of operators L which are invariant under translation

into weight spaces depending on the lengths of the multi-indices M, N, J, I.

Specifically, the action of a dilation <P on an operator L is

<*>* ° (LrBJiK^N,jdx') = x-\m-wmLMNi11 Dif3)Bjdx,

while

(L^^jD^ljdx1) o O* = X^L^iK^ljdx1.

Thus, for L to be invariant under the action of dilations, the multi-indices

must satisfy the relation -|Af|-|iV|-|-|/| = |/| or, equivalently, |A/| + |7Y|-(-|/| =
|/|. This is the first constraint on the multi-indices M, N, J , and I. It implies

that if L £ S^'i, then the total order of the differentiation must be less than or

equal to q, since |/| = q and |A/| + |iV| < |/|. Furthermore, the homogeneous

degree of L must also be less than or equal to q, since |/| < |/|. Note that

if |/| = 0, then |7| = \M\ = |iV| = 0. This implies that any operator in Sy°
invariant under both translation and dilation must be homogeneous of degree

zero and can only have order zero as a differential operator. Hence, the only

operators in Sfy ° invariant under both translation and dilation are the constant

functions.

Proof. The proof of this proposition is completely similar to the proof of Propo-

sition 5.1 and, again, is not included here.

Proposition 5.3 (Invariance under the orthogonal group 0(n)). A necessary and

sufficient condition for an operator LA*BJiDAi3$JdxI which is already invari-

ant under translations and dilations to be invariant under the action of 0(h) is

that it be completely contracted in the indices M, N, J, and I. This implies

that 0 < \p\, \v\ < 1, for all p £ M and v £ N.
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Proof. The typical operator of homogeneous degree m in Sy'q invariant under

translation and dilation is of the form Vf^3¡0^3$ jdx1 where L^^J¡ is a

constant, \A\ = p , \B\ = \J\ = m , and \I\ = q . It follows from Proposition 5.2
that |M|-r-|iV|-r-|/| = |/|, and hence, |Af| + |iV| = q-m . Therefore, there are the

following relations among the multi-indices p £ M and v £ N: 0 <\p\ <q-m

for all p, 0 < \v\ < q-m for all v , and |jUi|-l-r-|/Up| + |/vi|-|-\-\vm\ = q-m .

Weyl's first main theorem [15, 17] on the invariants of O(ai) states that

all scalars, depending on covariant AA-vectors £,' and contravariant Aj-vectors

Xj, invariant under the action of 0(aî) on Ç' and Xj, are polynomials in

Çl(xj). This implies that the only invariant tensor products of covariant and

contravariant vectors are completely contracted; in other words, the covariant

and contravariant indices are paired and summed over.  Hence, the operator

LABJiDM3fN, j dx' is of the form kABDAM3¡t j rfx*''' • ■"• <•-- ■ '«-""+l.W, where

the first q-m entries of I are distributed through M and A^ in some manner

and kAB is a constant depending on the multi-indices A and B. Since \J\ = m

and \j\ = 1 for all j £ J, the last m entries of I are paired with the m entries

of J.
Suppose that \p\ > 2 for some p £ M. On the one hand, since p is a multi-

index representing a partial derivative, it is symmetric in its entries; but, on the

other hand, /, being the multi-index of the form degree, is skew symmetric

in its entries. Thus, if \p\ > 2, then the contracted tensor will have skew

symmetric upper indices paired with symmetric lower indices. This implies

that the resulting O(n) invariant is the zero invariant. A similar argument

holds when \u\ > 2 for some v £ N. Consequently, the only nonzero invariant

operators are those where 0 < \p\ < 1 for all p £ M and 0 < \v\ < 1 for all

v £ N, i.e. the nonzero invariant operators have partíais of at most order 1.

Hence, an invariant operator has the form,

i p.(at,...,ap) Cftißi . — •ßm) JY(ii,...,i,)
At(a, ,...,«,), (Í, ,...,/Jm)^(/, ,...;lj,u,... ,0)-^((s+1,...,!,, 0,...,0),(I,+ , ,...,/,) "X

where (ix, ... , is) U (is+x, ... , it)U (it+x, ... , iq) = (ix, ... , iq) and the zero

entries have been gathered at the end of the multi-indices M and N, by re-

ordering the pairs (p¡, a¡) and triples (v¡, /?,, /*,), at the cost of a possible sign

change due to the reordering of the (p¡, a¡).
Let A(n) denote the subgroup of Diffioc(R") generated by the above three

types of diffeomorphisms, then, in what follows, the set of operators which are

invariant under the action of A(n) will be denoted by (Sy'*)4^ . They have

as a basis operators of the form

n(a¡ ,... ,a„) Qr(ß.,ßm) j   (,, ,...,;,)

¿J(i],...,is,0,...,0)-^(is+l,...,i,,0,...,0),(il+l,...,i,)aX

6. Four types of invariant operators

Four invariant operators will be described in this section. It will be shown,
in §7, that they generate all of (<S,^,)Dlffioc(R") as a graded algebra. As always

{na} is a fixed basis for g and {na} the corresponding dual basis.

Proposition. The four operators (I) Dfi £ Sy°,

(2) Df dx' £Sly'1,

(3) 30aldx' £Su'i, and
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(4) 3?j dx' dx' £ Sy'2 are all invariant, where a is a Lie algebra index.

Proof. Notice the following: (1) the operator Dfi , evaluated at fßr\ß , produces

Dao(fßtlß) = fa,

(2) the operator Df dx', evaluated at fßr\ß , produces

Df ¿x'(/-%) = £-fa dx' = dR»(fa),

(3) the operator 30a i dx1, evaluated at o)ßk dxk ® r]ß , produces

30atidx'(coßk dxk ® t]ß) = -cof dx',

and
(4) the operator 3¡*j dx' dx', evaluated at coß dxk ® r\ß , produces

31 j dx1 dxj((oß dxk ® nß) = -j-u" dx1 dxJ = -dv((u°¡ dxJ).

That these four operators are invariant follows from the properties of covari-

ance, contravariance and the elementary fact that diffeomorphisms commute

with exterior differentiation. The details are not included here.

Clearly, since A(n) is contained in Diff,0C(R"), it follows that (5»-«)Diffio.(R")

is contained in (SV'*)A^. Thus the above four operators are contained in

(Sy'°)AW. Furthermore, since Diffloc(R'1) acts as graded algebra endomor-

phisms on Sv' ', the subalgebra generated by these four operators will be con-

tained in (5,*')Dlffioc(R"), The objective is to show that the subalgebra they gen-

erate is, in fact, (S,£,',)Dlffi°c(R"). This will be accomplished, in the next section,

by showing that the algebra they generate, here denoted by sé , is (Sy'*)A^ .

Therefore there will be the following relationships:

(S*-,)Dlfwin c (5«.-)^o =Jf c (5-.»)i»i«ar,)>

which, of course, imply equality, i.e. (ls«.«)Diffta!(R") - (S'V'')A^ . The first step

in this process is to examine the vector spaces these four types of operators span
in (syyc).

Consider an arbitrary operator L £ S y ° . What properties must L have to

satisfy the criteria of §5 for invariance under ^((aa)? In this case, since |/| = 0,

it follows that |/| = 0, because 0 < |/| < |/| by §5.2. This implies that L is
homogeneous of degree zero, since |7| is the homogeneous degree of L and

thus |5| = \N\ = 0. Furthermore, since L £ Slv'°, it follows that \A\ = 1
and that \M\ = 0, since \M\ < \I\. Therefore, L is a linear combination

of operators of the form Dß, i.e. L = acqDq , for some constants ka £ k.

This implies that the operators Dg form a basis of (Sy'0)^. But it was

shown that these operators are in (5'^0)Dlffioc(K"). Hence, there is the following

relations between the various vector spaces:

(S^Difwr) c (sKoyw = m c (iSl/,0)Difflcc(R-))

which imply that as vector spaces they are equal (5,^'0)Dlffioc(K") (here () denotes

the linear span of the operators Dg).

Next, consider an operator L e Sy ' which is homogeneous of degree zero,

so that |/| = |J5| = |7Y| = 0. What properties must L satisfy to be in (5,¿/'1)^">?
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First, it follows that \A\ = 1 and \M\ = \I\ = 1 and finally, L must be fully
contracted. Thus, it is a linear combination of operators of the form Df dx',

i.e. L = kaDf dx', for some constants ka £ k. These were seen to be in

(Sy 1)Dlffi°c(R"). Hence, the operators L in (Sy X)AW , which have homogeneous

degree zero, are spanned as a vector space by Df dx'  and therefore are in

Next, consider an arbitrary operator L £ Sy'1 . What properties must it

satisfy to be in (Sy'1)^"^ Since L £ Sy'1, its vertical degree is 0, so that

\M\ = \A\ = 0. Because \N\ + \J\ = \I\ = 1 and \N\ < \J\, it follows that
|7| = 1 and \N\ = 0. This implies that L has homogeneous degree one and,

since it must be fully contracted, it is a linear combination of operators of the

form 30a ¡ dx1, i.e. L = kaDc¡ ¡ dx', for some constants ka £ k . These were

seen to be in (S,°'1)Dlff|°c(R"). Hence, there is the following relations between

the various vector spaces:

(icO,l)Dirrloc(R") c (ic0,y(„) = {3ía.dxl) c ^cO^DifWM«^

which imply that as vector spaces they are equal.

Finally, consider an operator L in Sv'2. Assume that L has homogeneous

degree one. What properties must L satisfy to be in (Sy'2)A^"? As above,

since L has vertical degree zero and is assumed to have homogeneous degree

one, it follows that \A\ = \M\ = 0 and \J\ = 1. Because of the relation
|JV| + |/| = |/| = 2, it follows that |JV| = 1. But L must be fully contracted
and, therefore, is a linear combination of operators of the form 3" ■ dx1 dx',

i.e. L = ka3° j dx' dx', for some constants ka £ k . These were seen to be in

(5'^,'2)Diff|oc(R"). Hence, the operators of homogeneous degree one in (Sy'2)A{n^

are in (5,^'2)Dlffioc(R") and they have as a basis the operators 3"j dx' dx'.

Note that in each case, the vector space spanned by these four types of op-

erators is isomorphic to g*, where the isomorphism is the obvious one, i.e. for

each acqa7q £ g* the corresponding operators are

(1) kaD$,

(2) kaD?dx',
(3) ka30°jdx', and

(4) ka3fj dx' dx' respectively.

Finally this cumbersome notation can be simplified. Note that the above

four types of operators do not depend on aa , the dimension of the manifold

M, beyond that the sum is over aa indices; the only free index is the Lie algebra

index a. These operators will be renamed as follows.

Since the operator Dg , when evaluated at fß t]ß produces fa , the function

"coefficient" of na, it will be denoted, by an abuse of notation, as na so that

na(fßnß) = fa , in analogy to its "dual" nature with respect to na , the basis of

The operator Df dx' produces dwfa , the exterior derivative of rf evalu-

ated at pr\e ■ Notice, by the definition of the differential d for the bicomplex

SM' ' translated to this local setting, that (dna)(fßnß) = dvfa = Df dx'(fßnß).

Foreshadowing things to come, the operator Df dx' will be denoted by dna ,

so that dna(fßnß) = dv(fa)-
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The operator 30a ¡ dx', when evaluated at coß dxk ® nß , produces -co" dx',

and thus is, in the same loose sense, "dual" to the na . In this case the "coef-

ficients" are one-forms, since the domain of the operator is Qx(U,g). To

distinguish this operator from na , but still to capture its "dual" nature, it will

be denoted by pa = 30a¡dx', so that pa(coßdxk ®r\ß) = -wfdx'.

Finally, the operator 3ßjdx'dx'   produces  -dv(wfdx'), the exterior

derivative of pa evaluated at wk dxk ® r\ß . Again, by the definition of the

differential d , it follows that

(dpa)(toßdxk ® riß) = dv(-ojfdxi)=3l'Jdxidx'(ojßkdxk ® nß).

Again foreshadowing, 3¡* ■ dx' dx' will be denoted by dpa , and thus

dpa(coßdxk ® nß) = -dRr,(œf dx¡).

Another notational simplification will be used from now on. The above opera-

tors, when evaluated, will be written as: na(fßnß) = fa , dna(fßrjß) = dRnfa ,

pa(toßnß) = -œa, and dpa(coßnß) = -dvO)a. Note that fa is a function,

while dvfa and of are one-forms, and dvwa is a two-form. Finally, it will

be convenient to have symbols to refer to the various vector spaces spanned by

these four types of operators. The vector spaces will be denoted by n, dn, p,

and dp. Thus if superscripts occur, the operator is being referred to; whereas

if no superscript occurs, the vector space is being referred to. Notice the de-

grees of the various vector spaces: deg(n) = 1, deg,(dn) = 2, deg(p) = 1, and

deg(dp) = 2. Hence, inside (5^ ,)Dlffioc(R")} there are four subspaces isomor-

phic to g*, two of degree one and two of degree two. This observation will play

an important role in what follows.

7. The algebra of operators invariant under Diffi0C(R/!)

Consider the graded vector space V — n®dn©p@dp, where Vx = n©p,

V2 = dn@dp, and V — 0, if i ^ 1,2 and its graded commutative algebra,

A(n®dn® p®d p). Since both n and p are of degree one, while dn and dp

are of degree two, the graded product of their elements is completely determined
and there are the isomorphisms,

A(n © dn © p © dp) ~ E(n © p) ® S(dn © dp)

~ E(n) ® S(dn) ® E(p) ® S(dp).

Furthermore, A(n®dn® p®dp) is well defined without reference to the base

manifold, since, as was pointed out in §6, the vector spaces n, dn, p, and dp

are well defined independently of M. This graded algebra is universal in the

sense that, given a base manifold M of dimension n , there is a graded algebra

homomorphism n: A(n®dn@p®dp) —> Sy *, where U is an open subset of

M. Because the local diffeomorphisms act as algebra homomorphisms, i.e.

<&*(na + nß) = <&*(na) + ®*(nß)   and   <D*(A7a A nß) = <D*(0 A<D*(a/)

(similarly for all other sums and products), the image of A(n ®dn®p®dp)

is contained in (5^')Diffioc(R"), Recall that na has form degree zero, drf has

form degree one, pa has form degree one, and dp" has form degree two. This

implies that the image of an element in

Em(n) ® Sr(dn) ® Es(p) ® S'(dp),
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(a graded product of m na,s, r dna's, s pa's and / dpa,s), will be zero, if

r + s + 2t > n , since its form degree will be larger than the dimension of the

manifold. Furthermore, beyond the relations arising from the exterior algebras,

this is the only new relation between the products of operators in these four

vector spaces, once the dimension of the base space M has been specified.

This follows because, as long as the form degree of a product is less than the

dimension of the base space M, a product vanishing implies its vanishing for

all f's £ Q.°(U, g) and œ's £ QX(U, g). But clearly this is impossible for a
nonzero operator, since the value of a product is the wedge product of functions
fa , one-forms dvfa and coa , and two-forms du-o}a , where the /a's and coa,s

are arbitrary.

Another way to express this is that the kernel of the graded algebra homomor-

phism n is the ideal /, generated by the subspaces Sr(dn) ® Es(p) ® S'(dp),

where r + s + 2t > n . This ideal I will be denoted by

(   ©   Sr(dn)®Es(p)®S'(dp)) ,

\r+s+2t>n 1

and the quotient will be denoted by A(n®dt]®p®dp)q<„ . Recall that q denotes

the form index of Sy'q . Furthermore, the inclusion of the quotient into Sv' *

is injective. The importance of the graded algebra A(n ®dn®p® dp)q<n is

contained in the following theorem.

Theorem. The graded algebra A(n®dn®p®dp)q<„ is isomorphic to the graded

algebra (Sy'')A^ . Therefore there is the sequence of relations

(ic.,.)DirTloc{K") c {Sy'')A^ ~A(n®dn®p®dp)q<n

~ n(A(A/ © dn ® p ® dp)) C (^••)DifWK"),

which imply that A(n®dn® p® dp)q<„ is isomorphic to (S^*)0^^").

Proof. Recall that a typical basis element of the invariants of §5 is of the form

U(U ,...,is,0,... ,0)^(is+i ,...,i,, 0,...,0), (/,+,,...,/,) "x

By using the graded product of Sv' *, it follows that the basis element

-t>'(/l>...,is,0,...,0)-^(/s+,,...,/,,0>...,0),(i',+ 1,...,1,)"x fc °

is the product

= (d\".-ai   md&'-U)A(ß!fu-pr)Q   ow,      ndxV'+> •••••'«>).
*       (¡1 ,... ,!j ,U.U) ' V        (is+l.¡, ,0.\J),(l,+ t ,...,!,) '

Note that the first term, £>[?' '""°p0 0) rfx*'' ••'') e Sfr5, is homogeneous of

degree zero, i.e. |ß| = 0, and the second term,

3r(il""'ßr)o     ow;        ndx^'-''^£Sy'q-s,

has vertical degree zero. Again, using the A of Sv'', the first operator

U(i\ ,...,is,0,...,0)"X

decomposes as (-1 )*fe-*) (D^'-^f dx^ < - < «) A (D§'+1 ; ¡jj-ap] ), but the first fac-

tor decomposes as

±(D?1 dxh)A ■ ■ ■ A (Df* dxh) = ±dn°" A • • • A dna* ,
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while the second factor is

(£>o5+' ) A • • • A (Dqp) = na*+l A---Ana".

On the other hand, the second operator 3,[ß.'ßm\     m ,.        .   //x('i+1 •-•'«)
r Cj+1 ,.-,¡í ,U,... ,U),(i/+i ,...,(,)

decomposes as

(®(a»i .-.A) ¿x«I+>,...,<2,)) A (n(A+. .•■..*.) ^dWi./,))
v      l'j+1.'(), (I/+1 ,«-, lit) '       V     (0>-,0),('2f+l ,-,'») y

but the operator 3^'""ßl\ ,¡        ,   wx(iJ+i,...,i2/) decomposes as
Us+l.'<J,(I(+1 ,... ,'2(J

±(■3^,,,,+l dx'*+l izx'<+1 ) A • ■ • A (3ß[ht dx1' dxhl) = ±dpß> A ■ ■ • A dpß>,

while the operator 3^ß,+{ 'ñ'^ (} dx(-'li+l'-''^ decomposes as

±(^f')21,+, dx'2'+' ) A • • • A (^"¡- i/x'«) = ±/'+1 A---Apßr".

Thus it follows that the basis element

D(a,,...,a,) n*{ß\,-,ßm) J   (i,.Í,)

= ((3a/Q| A ■ • ■ A 9A/a") A (na*+< A • • • A a/*)

A (dpß< A • • • A 9/>A) A (/AA+1 A ■ • • A pßm),

with at most a sign change. Thus every operator, satisfying the requirements

of §5, is in the image of A(a7©caa7©/a© dp)q<„, and therefore is invariant

under all of Diffi0C(R'1). This proves the theorem and finishes the search for

and description of (5*-*)Diff>oc(R").

8. The differentials d , ô, d of A(n ®dn®p® dp)

In this section the differentials ô and d of the differential graded algebra

SM° will be translated in Theorems 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3 to the graded algebra
A(?7 © dn © p © dp), by determining the action of d and ö on the generators
a? , dna, pa and dpa . It will be shown that with respect to the total differential

d = d + (-l)qS, the graded algebra A(n ® dn © p ® dp) is isomorphic to a
twisted tensor product of W(g) and K(g).

Theorem 8.1. The graded algebra A(n®dn® p®dp) with the differential d is
isomorphic to the tensor product of two copies of K(g). Hence it is acyclic with
respect to d.

Proof. Via the map of the generators of A(n © dn © p ® dp) into Sy', the

differential d of Sv'' induces a differential d on A(n®dn® p®dp). Let d
also denote the induced differential. On the one hand, with malice aforethought

of notation, it follows that d(na) = dna and d(pa) = dpa. On the other

hand, the induced differential d on drf and dpa is defined by (ddna)(f) =
dl„(fa) = 0 and (ddpa)(œ) = dl„(coa) = 0, for f £ Q°(U, g) and co £
Clx(U, g). Thus d is defined on the generators of A(n ® dn © p © dp) by
d(na) = dna, d(dna) = 0, d(pa) = dpa, d(dpa) = 0. This implies that

A(a? © dn © p © dp) ~ A(a7 © dn) ® A(p © dp) with the differential d is the
tensor product of two copies of K(g), hence it is acyclic.
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Theorem 8.2. The graded subalgebra A(t¡®dn) with the differential d+ (-l)q ô
is isomorphic to W(g).

Proof. Since both na and dna have homogeneous degree zero and vertical

degree one, the induced differential S is

(S*la)(fßriß,g%) = -ria(lfßriß,grny]) = -CjypV

= -\Caßyr,^nß{rria,gTrix),

and

(Sdna)(fßnß,g?ny) = - dna([fßnß , g%]) = -dv(C$yPgy)

= Cap7nyAdnß(f°na,g'nx).

This is precisely the extension of the Chevalley-Eilenberg differential ô to

W(g), when og* is identified with dn. Combining this with the result of

Theorem 8.1, that d is the same as the Koszul differential of K(g), it fol-

lows that A(n ® dn) with the differentials d = d + (-l)qS is isomorphic to

W(g). Note that this isomorphism is not just at the cohomology level, but at

the differential graded algebra level as well.

Theorem 8.3. The differential S when restricted to A(p®dp) decomposes into

two differentials. The first differential is induced by the "co-adjoint" action, de-
noted by Û, ofQ°(U, g) on p and dp, where (û(f)pa)(œ) = -pa([a>, /]) =

-pa(Cßycoßfyn(r), and similarly for dp. The second differential r sends pa to

dna and dpa to 0.

Proof. The fact that for trivial bundles U x G, Ao may be chosen so that

dAof = d^nf [8] will be used in the following calculation. This is important

because both pa and dpa have vertical degree zero, and thus the differential

ô reduces to the action of 6(f) on pa and dpa for / 6 ß°(C/, g). An-

other important property of both pa and dpa is that, since they both have

homogeneous degree one, they are linear in co.

From the definition of ô on Sy'', it follows that the induced ô on A(p®dp)

is defined pa and Spa by

(ôpa)(f, œ) = - j-tpa(ca + t(dvf+[co, f]))\l=0

= d^fa + CaßyooßP = dna(f) - pa([co, /]),

and

(ôdpa)(f, to) = - jtdpa(o) + t(dvf + [co, f]))\t=0

= di„fa + dv(CaßytoßP) = -dpa([to, /])

for / e Çl°(U, g) and co £ QX(U, g). Thus, on the generators pa and dpa ,

the differential 6 decomposes into the differential x, where T(pa) = dn , while

r(dpa) = 0, and the co-adjoint action û of f £ Í2°(f/, g) on pa and dpa .

Theorem 8.4. The differential graded algebra A(n ®dn ® p ®dp) with the dif-
ferential d = d + (-l)qS  is isomorphic to a twisted tensor product of W(g)
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and K(g), denoted by W(g) ®T K(g), where ®x means twisted tensor product.

Furthermore, it is acyclic with respect to d.

Proof. The total differential d has the following values on the generators:

d(t) = dna - x2Caßyny A nß ,        d(dna) = -C}yr\y A dnß ,

d(pa) = dpa-dna-CaßynyApß,

and
d(dpa) = Cj¡y(dny A pß - ny A dpß).

On the one hand, the inclusion of ^(g) in A(a? ®dn®p® dp), given by

W(g) ~ A(a/ © dn) <-> A(n ® dn ® p © dp),

is a differential graded algebra homomorphism. On the other hand, there is the

projection

A(n © dn ® p © dp)/A+(n ® dn) -> A(p © dp),

where the latter graded algebra, with the differential d , was seen to be isomor-

phic to K(g). Note that the total differential d becomes d under the above

projection and that the differential t decreases the p degree by one, i.e.

t: A"(p © dp) -» A(n ® dn) ® An~x(p ® dp).

Thus there is the following diagram of differential graded algebras:

A(n ®dn) ^-> A(t] ®dn® p® dp) -> A(p ® dp).

But by the definition of a twisted tensor product of differential graded algebras

[11, 16], this implies that

A(n © dn ® p © dp) ~ W(g) ®T K(g),

where the base algebra is ^(g), the total algebra is A(a/ © dn ® p © dp), the

fiber is K(g), and the twisting differential is x.

Finally, as was noted before in Theorem 8.1, A(n ®dn ® p®dp) is acyclic

with respect to the differential d but this implies that in the spectral sequence,

where do = d , the Ex term is zero. Thus E^ is also 0 and A(n®dn®p®dp)
is acyclic relative to the total differential d .

Theorem 8.5. The differential graded algebra A(n®dn®p®dp) isa g-differen-

tial graded algebra with respect to the differential d.

Proof. Notice that g is contained in ß°(t/, g), where g is identified with those

sections of ß°(t/, g) which are constant. Let x = xana £ g and identify the

xa as the constant functions on U. Let i be defined on the generators as

i(x)na = xa,        i(x)dna = dxa = 0,        i(x)pa = 0,    and   i(x)dpa = 0,

while define 6 on the generators as

6(x)na = -CaßyxVnß ,        6(x)dr,a = -Caßyx?dnß ,        6(x)pa = -Caßyx?pß,

and
6(x)dpa = -Caßyxydpß.

Note that 6 is just the restriction of ß to the constant functions. Since xy
is a constant, it follows that 6(x) is a well-defined endomorphism for each of
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the vector spaces n, dn, p, and dp. As usual, i and 6 are extended as

derivations of all of A(a/ © dn ® p ® dp). It is now an easy exercise in the

definitions of a , 6 , and d to check that i([x, y]) = 6(x)i(y) - i(x)6(y) and

6(x) = di(x) + i(x)d . This proves the theorem.

9. The cohomology of A(n ®dn®p® dp)q<„

Theorem 8.5 proved that the graded algebra of invariants of the pseudo-group

of local diffeomorphisms, with the differential d, is a g-differential graded

algebra. Consider the algebraic connection A : g* —> A(n ®dn® p® dp), given

by A(na) = na + pa , where na is playing a double role as a basis element of

g* and as a generator of A(n ®dn®p® dp). This is a connection because of
the identities: i(x)A(na) = i(x)(na + pa) = r¡a(x) + 0 = xa , and

6(x)A(na) = 6(x)(na + pa) = -Caßyxynß + -Caßyxy pß

= - Caßyxy(nß + pß) = A(-Caßyxynß) = A(6(x)r,a),

where, as before, g has been identified with the constant sections of ß°(C7, g).

Theorem 9 (The main theorem). For any compact, connected Lie group G with

Lie algebra g, there is a chain map

which induces an isomorphism in cohomology where W(g)^ is the Weil algebra

truncated at the greatest integer less than or equal to half the dimension of the

manifold. Thus for any compact, connected Lie group G, with Lie algebra g,

there is an isomorphism

H^((S'y'')DiS^^)cH^(W(g)[,]).

Furthermore, H^((Su'')Dliï'oc(-R"s>) is zero if q < n and n + r < q where n is

the dimension of U, r is the dimension of g and ifn<q<n + r then the

dimension of Hq((Sy'')DiS"x(R"î) is finite.

Proof. Start with the above connection A, namely A(na) = na + pa. The

following calculation determines the value of (A, F) on on,

(A , F)(ona) = dA(na) - A(Sna) = d(rf + pa) - A(-\Caßyny A nß)

= (dna - \Caßyny A nß) + (dpa - drf - Caßyny A /)

+ {Caßy(ny + py) A (nß + /) = dp* - ±Caßyr,yAnß-C°ßynyApß

+ \Caßy((ny A nß) + W A pß) + (py A nß) + (py A /))

= dpa+x2CaßypyApß.

Thus the image of W(g) is generated by the elements rf + pa and dpa +

\Ciypy Apß , where the former has total degree one and the latter has total degree

two. This implies that the subalgebra of A(n®dn® p®dp) generated by these

elements is isomorphic to A(g* © trg*). Finally, since d(A , F) = (A , F) d , by

the fact that (A, F) is always a chain map, it follows that:

d(na + pa) = d(A, F)(na) = (A, F)(dna) = (A, F)(ona - \Caßyny A nß)

= (dpa + x2Caßypy A /) - \Caßy(ny + py) A (nß + /),
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and

d(dpa + \Caßypy A pß) = d(A , F)(ona) = (A, F)(dona)

= (A,F)(-C°ßyriyAonß)

= - C$y(ny + py) A (dpß + ±QV A P°).

Thus the image is isomorphic to W(g) and, with respect to the differential

d = d + (-l)qô, it is an acyclic subalgebra of A(n ® dn ® p © dp). The
objective is to find a strong deformation retract of A(n © dn ® p ® dp) onto

this subalgebra. To begin, let

zu : A(n ®dn® p® dp) -» A(n ®dn® p® dp)

be the algebra homomorphism defined on the generators by

zu (na) = na + pa,        zu (dna) = dpa + \Caßypy A / ,

zu(pa) = 0,    and   zu(dpa) = dpa + \Caßypy A /.

The image will be denoted by A(zu(n) ®zu(dn)) since zu(dn) = zu(dp).

Because the subalgebra A(n®dn) is isomorphic to W(g) and zu restricted to

this subalgebra is equivalent to the g-differential graded algebra homomorphism

(A, F): W(g) -► A(n ®dn® p® dp), it follows that dzu(na) = zu(dna) and
dzu(dna) - zu(ddna). That zu and d commute on pa and dpa is shown by

easy calculations. Thus zu is a chain map from A(n ® dn ® p ® dp) to itself.

More easy calculations show that zu commutes with the maps i and 6 . Thus

zu is a g-differential graded algebra endomorphism of A(n®dn®p® dp).

To show that w is chain homotopic to the identity homomorphism requires

a change of generators of A(aj © dn ® p ® dp) so that a contracting homotopy

h can be defined easily. Note that the elements,

na + pa £Ax(n®dn®p®dp),

dpa + \Caßypy A pß £ A2(n ®dn®p®dp),

pa £ Ax(n®dn® p®dp),

and

dpa - dna + Cjyr\y A pß £ A2(n ®dn®p®dp),

are also a set of generators of A(n®dn®p®d p), where d pa-dna+C^yny Apß =

d(pa). With respect to these generators, the homomorphism zu is defined by

m(rla + pa) = ria + p ,

tu(dpa + \Caßypy A /) = dpa + \Caßypy A /,

*>(P Q) = o,

w(dpa - dna - Caßyny A pß) = 0.

Thus, the image of zu , with respect to the generators, is still A(zu (n)®zu (dn)).

Define a vector space map h by h(na + pa) = 0, h(dpa + \Caßypy A pß) = 0,

h(pa) = 0, and h(dpa - dna - Cjyny A pß) = -pa .
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Proposition 9.1. The map h is a chain homotopy between zu and the identity

homomorphism Id.

Proof. That hd + dh = zu - I on the generators is another easy calculation.

Lemma 9.2. Given a free differential graded algebra A, two degree zero differ-

ential graded algebra maps f and g, if h is a degree -1 graded vector space

homomorphism such that hd + dh = f - g on the generators of A, then h can

be extended to a chain homotopy on all of A .

Proof. Let a, b be generators of A . By assumption it is known that hd(a) +

dh(a) = f(a) - g(a) and similarly for b . The objective is to define h(ab) so
that

hd(ab) + dh(ab) = f(a)f(b) - g(a)g(b).

Note that for h to be well defined on the products of generators it must sat-
isfy h(ab) = (-l)de^de^h(ba). The following definition of h on a product

satisfies these conditions

h(ab) = \(h(a)f(b) + (-l)d^g(a)h(b))

+ x2(-l)d^d^b\h(b)f(a) + (-l)dt^b)g(b)h(a)).

The proof that this definition does define h for a product ab, and thus for all

of A , reduces to a long algebraic computation.

Thus hd + dh — zu - Id on the generators and it follows from Lemma 9.2

that the map aa extends to a chain homotopy and the proposition is proved.

Consider the g-differential graded algebra homomorphism

W: A(n®dn®p®dp) —> A(zu(n) ®zu(dn)),

where zu is just zu with its range restricted to its image, and the inclusion

map

i: A(zu(n)®zu(dn)) -> A(n ®drj® p®dp).

Note that, on the one hand, Wo i is the identity on A(zu(n) ®zu(dn)) and on

the other hand, that ioW = zu .

Thus the g-differential graded algebra homomorphism,

W: A(n®dn®p® dp) -> A(zu(n) ®zu(dn)),

is a strong deformation retraction of A(n ®dn®p® dp) onto the subalgebra

A(zu(n) ®zu(dn)) and hence induces an isomorphism in cohomology. (This

should not be surprising since both the algebras are acyclic.)

Since na has form degree zero, powers of the generator na + pa will never

be annihilated due to the dimension of the base space M. The generator dpa +

jCß py Apß has form degree two in both summands; it will be annihilated when

it is raised to a power t, such that 2t > n . The generator pa is annihilated

when raised to a power r, with r > n. Finally, the generator dp" - dna +

QL'a7 A pß has inhomogeneous form degree, the first term has form degree two,

while the last two terms have form degree one. It will be annihilated only if it

is raised to a power 5, such that s > n . Therefore, the ideal /, the kernel of

the differential graded algebra homomorphism, Ft: A(n®dn®p®dp) -* Sv'* ,

with respect to these generators, is

(    ©    Sr(dpa + \Cjypy Apß)®Es(pa)®Sl(dpa-dna + Caßyny Apß)\

2r+s+t>n
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The ideal / is a differential ideal, since

d(dpa + x2C%py A /) = -Caßy(ny + py) A (dpß + \Cß^ A p"),

d(pa) = dpa - dna + Caßyny A pß ,

697

and

It follows that

d(dpa - dna + Caßyny A /) = 0.

d(Sr(dpa + \Caßypy A /) ® Es(pa) ® S'(dpa - dna + Caßyny A /))

i
c($(Sr+i(dpa+x2CaßypyApß)

;=0

®ES-X(pa) ® St+X(dpa - dna + Caßyrf A /))

and thus d(I) c I, since if the weighted sum of first set of exponents is greater

than aa , then clearly so is the weighted sum of the second set of exponents. The

chain homotopy aa sends / to itself, since

h(dpa+x2CaßypyApß) = Q,        aa(/aq) = 0,        h(dpa-dna + CaßynyApß) = pa,

and a computation shows that

h(Sr(dpa + \Caßypy A pß) ® Es(pa) ® S'(dpa - drf + Caßyny A /))

C Sr(dpa + x2Caßypy A pß)®Es+x(pa) ® S'~x(dpa - dna + Caßyny A /).

Consequently, it follows that h(I) c I. The homomorphism zu sends the ideal

/ onto the ideal /',

(@Sr(dpa+x2Cß>ypyApß)\ = (@sr(zu(dn))\ ,

\2r>n J \2r>n I

which is also a differential ideal, since as was shown above

d(dpa + \Cjypy A /) = -Caßy(ny + py) A (9/ + IQV A p°).

A straightforward calculation shows that on the generators of /, hd+dh = zu -

Id. Hence W: I -* V will produce an isomorphism between the cohomology
of / and the cohomology of /'. Finally, it follows that the diagram

0 0

/'

1
A(n®dn® p®dp)        w   >    A(zu (n) ® zu (d n))

1 I
A(n®dn®p®dp)q<„ —^—> A(zu(tj) ® vu(dn))/1'

I
0
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is   a   commutative   diagram   of   g-differential   graded   algebras   and   w

induces an isomorphism in cohomology in the first two rows.    Thus   zu

induces an isomorphism in cohomology in the last row. As was shown above,

the algebra A(zu (n)®zu(dn)), with the differential d, is isomorphic to W(g),

but the ideal /' is isomorphic to the ideal (@2r>nSr(ag*)) in W(g). Conse-

quently there is an isomorphism

A(zu(n)®w(dn))/r ~ W(g)/ (® S>g*) ] ~ W(g)m.
\2r>n )

It follows that for any compact, connected Lie group G with Lie algebra g,

H'd((S'y''fi^^)--H'd(W(9)[i]).

This proves the theorem.

10.  A THEOREM ON GLOBALIZATION

Theorem 10. Let P be a principal fiber bundle. If ad* P is trivializable, where

ad* P is the vector bundle with fiber g* associated to P via the Ad* representa-

tion of G in Aut(g*), then there exists a g-differential graded algebra, denoted

by
(A(H ® dH ® R © dR)q<„ , d)

of globally defined differential operators with the following properties:

(1) (A(H ®dH®R® dR)q<„ , d) ~ (A(n ®dn®p® dp)q<„ , d)

where the two algebras are isomorphic as g-differential graded algebras ; thus the

cohomology of (A(H © dH ®R® dR), d) is isomorphic to Hd(W(g)^{), and

(2) A(H®dH®R® dR)q<„\u ~ (^*)Diff'oc(R")

over open sets U of M.

Proof. By definition ad* P is the set of the equivalence classes in Pxg* mod-

ulo the action of G, where the representation of G in Aut(g*) is given by

the co-adjoint action of G on g*. Thus the equivalence class of the point

(p, n) is the set {(pg, Ad*(g~x)n)\g £ G} . Note, on the one hand, that there

is the canonical pairing (T(ad* P), T(ad P)) -> C°°(P)G, where F(ad P) ~
il°(M, ad P) and C°°(P)G is the algebra of G-invariant functions on P.

But if a function on P is G-invariant, it drops to a function on the base

space M. Thus, the above pairing produces a smooth function on M. On the

other hand, there also is the canonical pairing (T(ad* P), Clx(M, ad P)) -*

Q}(M, C°°(P)G) which is defined on sections co ® s of D.X(M, ad P) by
(a, co® s) = coo(s), where o £ F(ad* P), co £ Q}(M), and s £ T(ad P).

Note that iix(M, C°°(P)G) is isomorphic to QX(M). In general T(ad* P) is

ß°(Af, ad* P) in analogy to the situation for T(ad P). Note that ß°(M, ad* P)
is the zero graded vector space of the graded algebra Q'(M, ad* P). Further-
more given a covariant derivative D for Q'(M, ad* P), there is a connection

A on P such that the induced covariant derivative dA is equivalent to the co-
variant derivative D (the superscript * is included to distinguish the induced

covariant derivative on ad* P from the induced covariant derivative on ad P

which has been denoted by dA).
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Note that ad* P being trivializable means that ad* P is equivalent to M x

g* and thus there is an injective vector space homomorphism of g* into the

sections of M x g*. The image may be taken to be the global constant sections.
Furthermore, ad* P being trivializable implies that Q,'(M, ad* P) admits

dM, the exterior derivative of M, as a covariant derivative. Thus, as was

noted above, there is a connection A0 on P such that the induced covariant

derivative d*A is just í/m • Furthermore, note that if i(na) denotes the image

of a basis element of g* in ß°(M, ad* P), then dM(i(na)) = dAß(na)) = 0.

It is from this image of g* in T(ad* P), the global constant sections, and the

connection A0 that the g-differential graded algebra (A(H®dH®R®dR), d)
will be constructed.

Since there is an injective map of g* into Q°(M, ad* P), then, via the two

pairings described above, there is a pairing of g* with both ß°(Af, ad P) and

ß'(M, ad P). To distinguish between these two pairings, the image of g* in

ß°(M, ad* P) will be denoted by two different letters. When i(g*) is to be

paired with T(ad P), it will be denoted by H and basis elements of H by
Ha , where a is a Lie algebra index, whereas when i(g*) is to be paired with

Q}(M, ad P) then it will be denoted by R and basis elements of R by Ra
(H and R should be thought of as capital latin versions of n and p).

Note that, on the one hand, there are the following relationships between H,

n, R, and p

(1) H: T(ad P) -* Q°(M),    while n: T(ad P)\v -» Sl°(M)\u ,

and

(2) R:Clx(M, ad P)^QX(M),    while p: QX(M, ad P)\v -+ Q.l(M)\v.

On the other hand, notice that the vector spaces of operators dn and dp have

the following domains and ranges:

dn:F(ad P)\u^nx(M)\u,    and   dp: Q}(M, ad P)\v -» Q2(M)\u,

where dn is given by the composition

T(ad P)\u -*♦ Q°(M)\u -^ nx(M)\u

and d p is given by the composition

nx(M,ad P)\u -^ Qx(M)\u ^ Çl2(M)\u.

Thus dH and dR will be defined similarly as dH = dM°H and dR = dM°R,
that is ö//: T(ad P) —> ß'(M) is given by the composition

T(ad P) -^ ß°(M) ^^ ß'(Af)

and dR: Q}(M, ad P) -* Q2(M) is given by the composition

ß'(Az",ad P)-^Q}(M)^UÇl2(M).

Clearly, since the elements of H and R are nowhere vanishing sections of

ad* P, as operators they decrease supports; furthermore since the exterior

derivative d on M is a local operator the operators in dH and dR also
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decrease supports. Thus by Peetre's Theorem all four types of operators are

differential operators. The first two are differential operators of order zero while

the latter two are differential operators of order one.

Consider the graded algebra A(H ® d H ® R ® dR) where H has total de-
gree one and bidegree (1,0), dH has total degree two and bidegree (1, 1),

R has total degree one and bidegree (0, 1), and dR has total degree two

and bidegree (0, 2) (these are the degrees and bidegrees of n, dt], p, and

dp respectively and as before the first bidegree represents the number of argu-

ments from QP(M, ad P) and the second bidegree represents the degree of the

form produced by the operator). As a graded algebra, it is isomorphic to

A(r¡®dt]®p®dp), the isomorphism being the obvious one, namely Ha is sent

to na and similarly for the other generators. Note that a typical basis element

in A(H ®dH®R®dR) is of the form

Hai A---A H°" A dHa^ A • • • A dHa" A Rßl A ■ ■ ■ A Rß> A dRß'+> A • • • A dRßm ,

where as before the wedge A denotes the graded product. Furthermore the

above basis element is a globally defined differential operator from p copies

of ß°(M, ad P) and m copies of QX(M, ad P) to g-forms of M where

q — (p - i) + j + 2(m - j). As before if q > n , where n is the dimension

of M, a product of the above type is zero, since the form degree exceeds the

dimension of the manifold M. The ideal /' of operators whose form degree

q is greater than aa is isomorphic to the ideal / described in §9. It follows that

there is a commutative diagram

0 0

I i
/' -► /
1 I

A(H®dH®R®dR)     -►    A(n®dn®p®dp)

I I
A(H®dH®R®dR)q<„ --» A(n © dn © p ® dp)q<n

I 1
0 0

where A(H®dH®R® dR)q<„ denotes the quotient, the first horizontal map

is an isomorphism of graded ideals, and the last two horizontal maps are iso-

morphisms of graded algebras.
The two differentials d and â are well defined for the graded algebra of

global differentials operators. Specifically they are defined by the same for-

mulas as before, i.e. if L £ A(H ® dH ® R® dR) is of the form above,

fx, ...f£Q°(M,ad P),and co£Qx(M, ad P) then (dL)(fx, ...,fJtm) =
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d(L(fx, ... , fj,co) while

(ÔL)(fx,..., fj+x, m) = Ç(-l)'L(/i ,...Ji,...,fj+i, dAüf + [co, f])
i

+ ¿2(-i)t+Jmfi, fà ñ,...Ju ...,/„..., fj+x, co)
i<j

where the covariant derivative dAo comes from the connection A0 described

above and, as always, Chern's convention is being used for the argument co.

Clearly the differential d is exactly the same for A(H®dH®R®dR) as
it was for A(n ® dn ® p ® dp) since on the generators d(Ha) = dHa and

d(Ra) - dRa . The only potential problem is the decomposition of ô into the

two separate differentials ß, the "coadjoint action" of elements of T(ad P), and

the twisting differential t . Recall that x(pa) = drf because over an open set U

of M it is possible to choose the background connection Ao so that its induced
covariant connection is the exterior derivative, and thus dna(f) = d-^p =

Pa(d-Knf) = Pa(dAof). The analogous property in this setting is that there is a

twisting differential, also denoted x, such that for all Ra £ R, x(Ra) = dHa

or equivalent^ dHa(f) = Ra(dAJ) for all / £ T(ad P). This is where the
choice of Ao made above becomes crucial.

Note that just as Q,°(M, ad* P) can be paired with Q.X(M, ad P) to pro-

duce a one-form on M, the vector space QX(M, ad* P) can be paired with

ß°(M, ad P) to produce a one-form on M. It follows in general [10] that for

a connection A on P, a £ QP(M, ad* P) and / £ Q°(M, ad P), there is

the equality dM(a, f) = (d*Aa, f) + (a, dAs ), where

d*A: ß°(M, ad* P) -» ß'(M, ad* P)

and

dA : Q°(M, ad P) ^Q.X(M, ad P)

are the induced covariant derivatives on £l*(M, ad* P) and Q'(M, ad P)

respectively. The pairing ( , ) must be interpreted according to its arguments,

i.e. on the left-hand side it is the pairing of ß°(A/\ ad* P) with Q°(M, ad P)
and so on. In the present setting only the subspace H is being paired with

elements of T(ad P). Thus the above equation becomes

dM(Ha , /> = (d*AHa, f) + (Ha, dAJ),

for each Ha £ H. Note that on the one hand, dM(Ha, f) is by definition

dHa(f), while (dAgHa, f) = 0 since by the choice of the background con-

nection A0 ,d*AoHa = 0. On the other hand, (Ha ,dAJ) = Ra(dAJ), because

the same element of ß°(Af, ad* P) is being paired with dAof, an element

of nx(M, ad P). Hence it follows that dHa(f) = dM(Ha, /) = Ra(dAof).
Thus on the generators Ra it follows that the differential ô decomposes into

x and û since

(SRa)(f, co) = Ra(dAJ+[f, co]) = Ra(dAJ) + Ra([f, co])

= dH°(f) + W)Ram - (r(Ra))(f) + (û(f)Ra)(co)

where x is defined by x(Ra) = dHa and û is defined as in §8. What is left to

check is that ô is just r) on the generators dRa , i.e. x(dRa) = 0. This follows

from the fact that S and d commute and the following simple calculation:
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S(dRa) = d(ÔRa) = d(x(Ra) + û(Ra)) = d(dHa) + d(û(Ra)) = û(dRa).

Thus with the differential d — d + (-l)qô, where as before q is the form de-

gree, the above diagram is in fact a commuting diagram of differential graded

ideals and differential graded algebras, and the isomorphisms are isomorphisms

of differential graded ideals and differential graded algebras. The g structure is

defined by the action of g on g*, translated to the image of g* in T(ad* P),

and thus to the generators of A(H ® dH © R® dR), i.e. ad*(na)(Hß) =

i(ad*(na)(nß)). It follows that A(H®dH®R®dR) and A(n®dn®p®dp) are
isomorphic as g-differential algebras and thus the cohomology of

A(H®dH®R®dR)q<„ is isomorphic to Hd(W(g)[i]).

The last part of the theorem that A(H ®dH®R® dR)\v ~ (S^,)Diffl0C(R")

follows   from   the   simple   observation   that   since   the   generators   of

A(H®dH®R®dR) are global constant sections, their restrictions to any open

subset U of M are also constant. Thus, for example, Ha\v is exactly na £
(S'y'')DiÏÏ^n)   .

Finally, there are the following two corollaries whose proofs are obvious and

therefore are omitted.

Corollary 1. If P is trivializable, then the g-differential graded algebra

(A(H ®dH®R®dR),d) of global differential operators exists.

Corollary 2. If the structure group G of P is abelian, then the g-differential

graded algebra (A(H®dH®R®dR), d) of global differential operators exists.

Future directions

In general ad* P is not trivializable and thus the above theorem will

not be applicable to all principal fiber bundles P. Thus a globalization for
arbitrary principal fiber bundles P will have to accomplished by some other

method. A promising approach is to examine the g-invariant elements of

A(n © dn © p © dp)q<n . Since the homomorphism zu of Chapter 10 is a

g-differential graded algebra homomorphism, there is the commuting diagram

of the local structures

0 0

i I
/9 __^_^ (/')9

1 _ I
A(n®dn®p®dp)B    —?—+        A(zu(n) ®zu(dn))B ~ W(g)fl

I 1
A(n®dn®p®dp)q<n -^^ (A(zu(t1)®vu(dn))/ir^(W(g)[n])2

1 I
0 0
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It is well known [7] that

H'd((W(g)li])<>)^H'd(W(g)[,])

and it is hoped that the differential operators described by

A(n®dn®p®dp)\<n

will patch to global differential operators for nontrivial principal fiber bundles.

If this is the case, then the result of the above theorem would globalize to the

nontrivial, nonabelian case, i.e. there would be a g-differential graded algebra

of globally defined differential operators whose cohomology would still be iso-

morphic to the cohomology of the Weil algebra truncated at [§].
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